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 Answer all questions to the point neatly and legibly • Do not leave any blank pages between
answers   •    Indicate the question number correctly for the answer in the margin space

 Answer all parts of a single question together • Leave sufficient space between answers

Essays (about 300 words) (2x10=20) 

1. The role played by my parents in my life
2. Benefits of sports
Answer the following        (2x5=10) 
3. What are the various points which a nurse should keep in her mind while writing a

nurse’s note. 
4. Write a letter to the health officer against selling of adulterated food stuff in the market
Do as directed   (4x5=20) 
5. Write a paragraph on the importance of hygiene in health.
6. Construct a conversation between a terminally ill patient and a Doctor.
7. Punctuate the following

One day walking together up a hill I said to tom do you wish yourself in your own 
country again yes he said what would you do there said I would you turn wild and 
eat means flesh again he looked full of concern and shaking his head said no. 

8. Construct a short story with apt title and moral.
A jackal wants crabs on the other side of a river_____  wonders how to get across 
_____ tells camel that there is sugarcane ____ the other side ______ camel agrees to 
carry him across in return for the information ______they cross _____ jackal finishes 
his meal ______ plays on camel ______ runs rounds the fields howling _______ 
villagers rush out ______ see camel in sugarcane _______beat him with sticks 
______camel runs to river _____ jackal jumps on his back _____while crossing, 
camel asks jackal why he played such a trick ____ jackal says he always shouts after 
a good meal ______ camel replies he always takes bath after a good meal _____ rolls 
in  the river _____jackal nearly drowned ______tit for tat. 

Short notes (5x3=15) 

9. Write a note on World Health Organization
10. Give the meaning of the words in pair & make your own sentences

● Left – Left ● Band – Banned ● Bare - Bear

11. What is female feticide
12. What is the difference between superman and super man
13. Exhibit a short notice on personal hygiene

P.T.O 



 

Do as directed            (5x1=5) 

14. He who________(to stand) first will get the prize (choose the correct tense form) 
15. We burn wood to get energy (change the voice) 
16. I shall not go out now________ it is raining very heavily (use a joining word) 
17. The portrait was painted _______ a famous artist who flourished ____ the 16th 

century. (use appropriate prepositions). 
18. I don’t think I ______ be able to go (Add suitable modal auxiliary). 

Correct the following sentences (5x1=5) 

19. I felt the house to shake. 
20. They are swimming in the pool for two hours. 
21. Calcutta is busy than Mumbai. 
22. Sunil invited me for his wedding. 
23. I prefer travelling in train 
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